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From its creation in 2004 COHETE 
Surfboards has constantly been 
pushing the boundaries of surfing 
both in technology and in shaping 
innovation. 

Since building his first surfboard in 
2004, in his garage, JT has been 
on a constant mission to reinvent 
European surfing. COHETE's mis-
sion has never been so clear: to 
develop surfboards for surfers by 
surfers. Through out the years 
surfing technology has progressed 
by way of materials, shapes and 
riders but COHETE feel good surf-
ing spirit has remained the same.

This year COHETE has redefined 
craftsmanship and technology in-
troducing a world first in surfing 
technology the invention of the 
carbon fiber stringer. This technol-
ogy is awaiting its patent and is 
under constant testing by WSL pro 
athlete Alex Maniatis and team 
rider Italo Soracco who along with 
shaper JT are constantly pushing 
the equipment to find the technol-
ogies limits. The Carbon Stringer 
is extremely lightweight, extremely 
strong, has amazing flex and surfs 
like a interplanetary rocket.

Here at COHETE we hope that 
all the energy we spend shaping 
and inventing cutting edge surf-
ing technology will be enjoyed by 
you and your friends and that our 
surfing equipment will provide you 
with amazing surfing experiences, 
amazing rides, great adventures 
and endless surfing with your 
friends.

original shaping
INNOVATION 

since 2004
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This surfboard construction is our 
latest and most advanced eps ep-
oxy carbon fiber technology. There 
is a tremendous amount of re-
search and ongoing development 
realized in this technology and we 
are pursuing the patent as no oth-
er surf brand has yet to come up 
this type of surfboard construction. 
The core is a 23kg/m! EPS high 
density foam which makes for a 
very responsive and lively feeling 
but does not feel like the board 
over floats as with other epoxy 
technologies. The cutting edge 
construction used for the stringer 
of the surfboard is a uni-direction-
al 3k carbon tape. In the glassing 
process on the bottom and deck 
side of the finished blank we place 
a hybrid carbon cloth for excess 
endurance and increased momen-
tum flex characteristics. We use 
one sheet of 4oz fiberglass cloth 
on the bottom side to keep the 
board light weight and responsive. 
On the top side we use two sheets 
of fiber glass so as to ensure ex-
tra strength and durability were its 
needed the most. 
The fiber glass is coated in fast 
curing epoxy resins with UV addi-
tives, as in all our epoxy boards, 
to ensure greater durability and 
protection against the sun.

EPS EPOXY
CARBON STRINGER

EPS FOAM CORE
HIGH DENSITY

UNI DIRECTIONAL
3K CARBON TAPE 
0.9 mm

EPOXY RESIN COAT
WITH UV ADDITIVES

2x4oz FIBERGLASS CLOTH
(DECK SIDE)

1x4oz FIBERGLASS CLOTH
(BOTTOM SIDE)

CARBON HYBRID CLOTH

45 DEGREE BIAXIAL FABRIC 
CLOTH (DECK+BOTTOM)
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surfboards
SHORTBOARDS

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

RED EYE
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The most versatile shortboard design in our range. 
Increased width up in front and enough volume in 
the body. One of our primary designs we do for 
waves up to 6ft+. The Red Eye is specifically for 
those who desire a one board quiver. From mushy 
fun waves to head high clean faces, Red Eye will 
cover your needs. We have released this model after 
many years of experimentation surfing in a variety of 
conditions around the world. This board is to be rid-
den 2-4 inches shorter than your normal shortboard 
size. Heavier riders should stay closer to their normal 
surfboard length.

CONCAVE
Red Eye sits on a deep single to double concave 
with a V off the tail. Great lift in mushier waves and 
super fast and manoeuvrable while turning.

FIN SET-UP
Thruster set up for better response when turning. 
Use larger fins when the waves get serious.This 
board comes either with FCS 2 or Futures.
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BEACH BOUND
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Beach Bound 54 is our newest model that team 
rider Alex Maniatis put to the test. Alex fell in love 
with his 5'9 Beach Bound 54 and claims is a great 
board to ride in contests or free surfing when waves 
are 3-5ft. The Beach Bound 54 has a fuller nose, 
added foam under the chest and a slight wider outline 
comparing with our other performance shortboards. 
Amazing wave catching machine that still performs 
in vertical surfing, combing a single concave to vee 
out through the tail. This results to a very responsive 
turning ability when the board is flying through the 
sections with tons of speed. We recommend riding it 
slightly less than your average volume or 1-2 inches 
shorter than your standard surfboard.

CONCAVE
Single concave to slight vee out through the tail that 
turns on a dime. Surfs great with tons of speed and 
vertically on the face of the wave.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

FIN SET-UP
Thruster fin set-up. Use Large fins for 5ft+ waves. 
This board comes either with FCS 2 or Futures.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

AMS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The AMS is Alex Maniatis' Signature model. "Alex is 
literally a surf freak. He surfs radically whatever board 
you give him" says J.T (Shaper). "We have been inno-
vating some new designs for quite a while now. Alex 
wanted a performance board design that could cater 
for almost any condition". The idea behind the AMS 
is to have a touch more volume to glide you through 
dead sections when the waves are mushy and weak, 
but also be versatile enough in its design to perform 
when the waves become steeper and more powerful. 
"This board is not very narrow neither very wide, so 
I can still land those airs and at the same time surf 
tightly in the pocket of the wave" says Alex. "For me, 
I travel the world competing and its impossible to pre-
dict what the conditions will be like, so this board real-
ly suits my needs". Proven for its versatility, this board 
comes in a straight parallel outline and a round pulled 
in tail to hold on those deep drawn out bottom turns.

CONCAVE
Single concave to slight double between the front fins 
to v off the tail for more buoyancy on smaller waves. 
Due to the straighter outline, especially at the tail 
area, this board will hold you tightly on the face of 
the wave. 

FIN SET-UP
Thruster fin set-up. Use Large fins for 5ft+ waves. 
This board comes either with FCS 2 or Futures.
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JAWBREAKER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Jawbreaker is a model inspired by our Peruvi-
an Team rider "Italo Soracco" to cover his touring 
needs. It is a great wave catcher due to its low 
entry rocker while at the same time it will hold you 
tight in the pocket due to its sharp & slim outline. 
Single concave through the bottom with a little V 
off the tail is what makes Jawbreaker the perfect 
performance shortboard.

CONCAVE
Single concave through the whole bottom for bet-
ter hold and V off the tail to loosen up your turns. 

FIN SET-UP
Thruster fin set-up. Use Large fins for 5ft+ waves. 
This board comes either with FCS 2 or Futures.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS
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TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

7 BUCKS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The 7 Bucks is the ideal summer board. This 
board has great volume distribution from tail to 
nose. It is an amazing small wave groveler surf 
for knee to shoulder high waves. A must have 
surfboard for your quiver. It surfs like its skating 
smoothly on a mini-ramp. With a little pump it 
will amaze you how fast you can glide through 
the powerless & mushy sections. Depending on 
your level, ride this board at least 6" to 8" inches 
shorter than your normal shortboard size.

CONCAVE
VVee to Double concave through the bottom to 
keep the board floating and generating speed 
even in the mushiest summer waves.

FIN SET-UP
5-fin set-up for use either as a thruster or a quad.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

FAT CHILLS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Refined over the 7Bucks model, Fat Chills is a 
groveler surfboard, fastest down the line comparing 
with all the other grovelers we do. This board is 
well surfed in 1-3ft conditions. Modern, maxed out 
performance and 5 fin set up to let you experiment 
with your surfing. Order this surfboard 4" to 5" 
inches shorter than your average surfboard.

CONCAVE
Vee entry to Double concave through the bottom to 
keep the board floating and generating speed even 
in the mushiest summer waves. Vee off the tail in 
addition with a double wing tail design to loosen the 
the tail but still turn in the tightest arc possible due 
to the diamond squash tail design.

FIN SET-UP
5-fin set-up for use either as a thruster or a quad.

B502         5’2”             20.00”     2.32”            27.50lt

B503         5’3”             20.25”     2.40”            28.80lt

B505         5’5”             20.75”     2.50”            31.80lt

B504         5’4”             20.50”     2.45”            30.50lt

B506         5’6”             21.00”     2.55”            33.25 lt

B507         5’7”             21.25”     2.60”            34.65lt

B508         5’8”             21.50”     2.65”            36.30lt

B509         5’9”             21.75”     2.70”            38.20lt

B510         5’10”           22.00”     2.75”            40lt

B511         5’11”           22.25”     2.80”            41.8lt

B600         6’0”             22.50”     2.85”            43.60lt
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TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

BANDITO
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Bandito has numerous dimensions to choose 
from which covers all surfing levels and needs. 
This board has a rounded pin tail to perform 
on serious waves and tons of drive to glide 
through dead sections with ease. The Bandito 
is for barrel hunting or just surfing anywhere 
that waves exist. On bigger sizes this board 
transforms into a big wave charger and on 
step down sizes you can surf it as a groveler.

CONCAVE
The board sits on a single concave which gives 
loads of drive and clears sections with ease. 
It also has a very sensitive rail system which 
enhances performance on bigger waves.

FIN SET-UP
5-fin set-up for use either as a thruster or a 
quad. This board comes either with FCS 2 or 
Futures.

TECHNOLOGY

EL DIOS ZEUS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
EL DIOS ZEUS is a modernized mid deep cut 
fish tail groveler board meant to be ridden 
at 2-5ft waves. Volume is distributed finely 
through the entire board thinning out in the tail 
and nose so it carves and surfs fast through 
the sections. Narrower in the nose it helps 
you drive through the pocket and hold rail in 
bigger surf. Wide point pushed backwards for 
maneuverability and responsiveness, more piv-
ot hence acceleration and easy to break free 
entire front half board so push more on turns 
and snaps. I designed this board so you surf 
performance in good waves or carve if you go 
surf open face waves. It is a versatile board 
that won't change the way you surf your av-
erage shortboard but has tons of elements 
to discover and play with. Meant to be rid-
den 2-4ft shorter comparing with your average 
shortboard.

EDZ501         5’1”             21.00”     2.55”            35.00lt

EDZ511         5’11”           21.25”     2.60”            36.80lt

EDZ505         5’5”             19.50”     2.35”            28.00lt

EDZ504         5’4”             19.00”     2.32”            26.5lt

EDZ506         5’6”             19.75”     2.40”            29.50 lt

EDZ507         5’7”             20.00”     2.42”            30.32lt

EDZ508         5’8”             20.25”     2.48”            31.65lt

EDZ509         5’9”             20.75”     2.50”            33.50lt

EDZ600         6’0”             21.50”     2.60”            37.80lt

EDZ601         6’1”             21.85”     2.68”            40.00lt

EDZ603         6’3”             22.50”     2.75”            43.60lt

EDZ604         6’4”             22.75”     2.75”            45.00lt

EDZ602         6’2”             22.00”     2.70”            41.15lt

FIN SET-UP
Choose up right less base area fins and go 
more performance, ideal for power surfing

CHARACTERISTICS

CONCAVE
Single leading to deep single under the front 
foot with a touch of slight double within it will
generate tons of speed leading to double and 
slight spiral vee to break free the wider tail area.
Tons of lift and speed in smaller surf.
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HYBRIDS

LITTLE MEXICO
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Little Mexico is shorter, wider, curvier and faster than 
what you would expect from a small wave groveller 
surfboard. It is the ideal groveler for performance 
surfing without sacrifizing volume hence easy wave 
catching. Designed for our team rider's needs in 
small wave conditions, from mushy fun waves to 
head high clean faces, Little Mexico will draw tight 
lines within the pocket. This design has a single 
concave, low entry rocker and lots of volume to get 
you moving. Little Mexico is to be ridden 2-4 inches 
shorter than your normal shortboard size.

CONCAVE
Single concave throughout the template to hold you 
in the smallest shore break barrels. This little devil 
holds perfectly like a performance shortboard, while 
at the same time maintaining floatation even on the 
weakest of summer waves.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

FIN SET-UP
Thruster set-up with Futures or FCS 2 plugs and 
fins.
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TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

CORKY PIG
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Corky Pig is our stubbiest yet most versatile 
surfboard in the "small wave performance" line. 
This board can be used either as a fast small 
wave shortboard when ridden in small dimen-
sions below 5'8", or as a hybrid when ridden in 
dimensions 6'0"+.

CONCAVE
Single-double-vee spiral vee concave for tons of 
lift and speed in smaller surf..

FIN SET-UP
5-fin set-up for use either as a thruster or a 
quad. This board comes either with FCS 2 or 
Futures.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

4 QUAD SHAKE
MODEL DESCRIPTION
4 Quad Shake is a small wave performance 
board that can be ordered in bigger sizes for 
those that want to stepdown from a fun board or 
a mini-mal and to have a hybrid in their quiver. 
The success of this board is due to its unique de-
sign, allowing more volume under the chest area 
of the board which translates to easier paddling 
and wave catching.

CONCAVE
Single-double-vee concave and rounded outline 
for easy wave catching and more flotation.

FIN SET-UP
5-fin set-up for use either as a thruster or a 
quad. This board comes either with FCS 2 or 
Futures.
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SOFTBOARDS 

RAD BUMMER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Cohete Rad Bummer has tonnes of accel-
eration and turning precision. This is a radical, 
fast, stable and loose softboard for kids and 
surfers. It has an easy lift and glides smoothly for 
an amazing ride. It comes in a vibrant magenta 
colour complete with Future Fin System.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS
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TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

FISH BUMMER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Cohete Fish Bummer will motivate any surfer 
and children in various conditions. This is a per-
formance fish shaped soft board packed with a 
load of fun. It has an easy lift and glides smoothly 
through mush and foam. It comes in a fantastic 
mint colour complete with Future Fin System and 
tons of other fun elements.

FUN HOPPER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Fun Hopper supports any novice surfer in various 
conditions. This is the most commonly used board 
size used in surfing schools for youngsters weighing 
up to 60kg. It has an easy lift, glides smoothly and 
carves like a dream. It comes with a standard re-
movable fin system and tons of other fun elements.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS
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TECHNOLOGY

MALIBU LOVER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Cohete Fish Bummer will motivate any surfer 
and children in various conditions. This is a perfor-
mance fish shaped soft board packed with a load of 
fun. It has an easy lift and glides smoothly through 
mush and foam. It comes in a fantastic mint colour 
complete with Future Fin System and tons of other 
fun elements.

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

LONG HIP
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Cohete Long Hip softboard is the ideal board 
suitable for all conditions. Ideal for surfers who want 
to learn to walk from tail to nose, hang ten's and 
body varials. Surfing longboards is a unique lifestyle 
which is fun and a statement in the surfing world. It 
is ideal for all level of riders from 80kg-90kg. It comes 
in a fantastic mint colour with a standard removable 
fin system.
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SUP
STAND UP PADDLE

EPS/BAMBOO is the most durable and light-
weight construction technology used on our 
SUP boards. We use a low density EPS foam 
core (16kg/m3) sandwiched between 3mm 
bamboo sheets (deck & bottom side) coated 
with fiberglass cloth, epoxy resin and placed 
in a vacuum bag. The materials are vacu-
um formed under pressure to produce the fi-
nal SUP board. This manufacturing process 
has become very popular over the last few 
years due to its great strength to weight ra-
tio. SUP boards come complete with a high 
low traction pad, a decompression metal valve 
with rust resistance properties, a comfortable 
carry-easy handle box and have graphic lay-
ers. This technology offers a significant good 
looking SUP board coherent with Cohete surf-
board's brand identity. 

EPS BAMBOO
TECHNOLOGY
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EPS/CARBON construction is a light weight perfor-
mance technology used in our top of the line race 
SUP boards. The low density (16kg/m3) EPS foam 
core is wrapped in full carbon fiber (deck & bottom 
side) coated with epoxy resins placed in a vacuum 
bag and vacuum formed under pressure. This SUP 
manufacturing technique has become very popular 
over the last few years as it offers great strength 
to weight ratio. Cohete's R1 Race SUP includes new 
features for 2018, including a high density PVC im-
pact resistant step deck underneath the traction pad 
for increased strength and reduced bumps. The R1's 
rails have been reinforced with UNI-DIRECTIONAL 
CARBON FLEX sheets. We have also included an 
Anti-Flood drain system and handle inserts so that 
for each race the included handle can be placed ac-
cording to the needs of the rider. SUP boards come 
complete with a high low traction pad, a decompres-
sion metal valve with rust resistance properties. This 
durable top of the line lightweight technology can be 
found in our race and wave performance SUP's.

EPS CARBON
TECHNOLOGY

EPS/EPOXY construction technolo-
gy has been developed to maximize 
durability for our SUP boards. In the 
glassing process we use a low densi-
ty EPS foam core (16kg/m3) wrapped 
with three layers of 6oz fiberglass 
cloth (deck & bottom side) and coat-
ed in heavy duty epoxy resin rein-
forcements. SUP boards come com-
plete with a high low traction pad, 
a decompression metal valve with 
rust resistance properties, a comfort-
able carry-easy handle box and have 
graphic layers. This durable technol-
ogy is a great option for All Around 
SUP boards.

Either Double or Single original PVC tech-
nology is a durable form of construction 
found on I-SUP (Inflatable Stand Up Paddle 
boards) production. This I-SUP technology 
has been developed to maximize durability. 
The inner core is made of nylon drop stitch 
material and wrapped in a double layer of 
PVC sheets for maximum endurance. Un-
like many other I-SUP companies that use 
less effective vinyl sheets we emphasize on 
quality and manufacture I-SUP boards us-
ing the industries leading PVC companies 
to provide us with the best materials on the 
market. Our I-SUP range comes with high 
quality air valves to secure air tightly in the 
I-SUP and handle straps both on the nose 
and tail area to carry the board with ease 
when inflated. I-SUP boards come with a 
removable fin system (single fin and side 
fins) so it's easier to carry and store when 
not inflated. This technology can be found in 
both or I-SUP All Around boards and I-SUP 
Touring models.

EPS EPOXY
TECHNOLOGY

SINGLE PVC 
TECHNOLOGY
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WAVE SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS

THE PERFORMER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Performer is lightning fast, ultra light and our most ad-
vanced performance SUP wave model designed specifically 
for challenging wave conditions and for advanced riders. 
This board has a full rocker and a single concave with a V 
shape tail. The construction of this superlight and durable 
SUP is only available in our latest eps-carbon performance 
technology. The board is incredibly durable and lightweight 
and weighing less than 7kg.
CONCAVE
Single concave to increase speed in big waves and V off 
the tail for easy turning. 

FIN SET-UP
Thruster fin set up for power carving and wave riding. 

COLORS
chili

mint

serenity

TECHNOLOGY
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SUPERWAVE
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Superwave is the ultimate performance SUP 
for waves up to 5 or 6 feet. We have refined 
the design of this wave shredder over the years 
to widen the outline while making the nose and 
tail curvier to increase rider maneuverability and 
speed in big surf. This board has a continuous 
scoop rocker with a balanced foil from nose to 
tail and a flat to slight domed deck.
CONCAVE
Single concave to V off for maximum drive and 
manoeuvrability. A lively performance ride with a 
confident feel to drop in on those bigger sets as 
the board will stall and maintain speed.

FIN SET-UP
Thruster fin set up for power carving.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

COLORS
sand mint

serenity mint

mint chilimint

COLORS
grey serenity

grey mint

grey chili

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

THE PLAYER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Player has been redesigned to increase stability and 
maximize performance. The foil distribution has been re-
fined but the overall dimensions remained the same pro-
viding the same great lift. The Player is the most versatile 
& playful SUP in the wave range with an aggressive look 
and outline. This board has been created to ride as a 
cruiser when ridden as a single fin. When ridden as a 
thruster The Player gives you more pivot and increased 
stability. The Player is a great SUP for waves from knee 
high to shoulder high.
CONCAVE
Single concave to double to vee off for maximum lift 
and acceleration on smaller waves. This will allow the 
board for a more lively and performance ride when 
ridden in small wave conditions.

FIN SET-UP
Single fin with side bites. Single fin for longboard cruise 
feeling or ride as a thruster for a more stable feeling 
through the snaps and cutbacks.
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RACING SERIES

R1 RACE
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The RACE R1 has been designed to have a narrow 
stretched outline, a thicker rail and a continuous 
rocker line. This is the ultimate race SUP ideal for 
advanced riders that are looking for a SUP with 
enough volume for open sea cruises and for down-
wind paddling. The step deck has been developed 
to be lower and deeper, resulting in a lower center 
of gravity, increasing rider stability.
Depending on your size and weight RACE R1 is 
available in three different production dimensions. 
CAD analysis, refining and development results in 
a SUP which according to the rider's weight max-
imizes hydrodynamic performance. Full sandwich 

carbon wrap construction produces a SUP race 
board weighing only around 10 kilograms. Finally, 
the vacuum forming glassing process maximizes 
durability and makes the RACE R1 extremely light-
weight for increased performance. 

CONCAVE
Hull concave from the nose to the center of the 
board designed for stability in choppy conditions. 
Central single concave shaped for maintaining 
speed and flat off the tail for maximum stability.

FIN SET-UP
Unique race single fin set up included.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

COLORS
race mint
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SUP
ALL AROUND SERIES

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

ADVENTURE X
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Adventure-X is the perfect all-around SUP. An incred-
ibly versatile board and a wave magnet for wave condi-
tions up to 3ft. The concept behind this design was to 
increase hydrodynamics by reducing the midline wideness 
and adjusting the foil but also to increase the volume of 
the deck due to its flatter and fuller rail line. This helps 
the rider to stay balanced on the center of the board and 
will increase buoyance of the SUP. The Adventure-X is 
a great overall SUP which will perform both if you want 
to push your limits or to just casually paddle around. We 
have constructed this model for SUP YOGA, fitness ex-
ercises, schools and SUP clubs. Another great feature of 
this board is that above the handle box we have installed 
a sail box for those that want to transform the SUP into 
a Windsurf board and explore the possibilities of wind 
traveling. Adventure-X is the defining SUP board ideal for 
expeditions and paddlers of all levels.

CONCAVE
There is a blend of a slight mono concave 
in the nose leading to a rolled vee and vee 
off the tail. 

FIN SET-UP
Thruster convertible fin set up for the ulti-
mate glide when surfing or not.

COMPATIBILITY
Sail adaptor included for  
use as a windsurfboard.
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ALL AROUND PRO
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The All Around Pro is an incredibly responsive versatile 
SUP built for maximum acceleration, tight carving on and 
off the waves and paddling in most conditions. We have 
refined the design of the SUP over the years to provide 
a curvy hydrodynamic outline with a continuous rocker. 
The Eps-Bamboo technology of the board makes it light, 
strong, stiff and durable. There is a wide range of dimen-
sions and the All Around Pro's volume ranges between 
160lt to 200lt. This SUP is our best seller and the new 2018 
model comes in three stunning colors to choose from.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

SOLE
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Sole model was built for fitness and yoga SUP work. 
The length, width, and thickness were dialed in to allow 
nice stability for a beginner but still challenging for an 
advanced Yogi. The spoon nose, wide squash diamond 
tail, and flatter deck will give you extra stability to have 
a fun work out! This model has a unique convex bottom 
that stills gives you a nice glide. Comes with a standard 
9"center Cohete glass fin for straight tracking and keeps 
you on course. A very durable SUP board that handles a 
lot of heavy duty use, hence ideal for SUP schools.

CONCAVE
Convex bottom for extra lift and stability.

FIN SET-UP
2+1 Fin Set Up for All different water conditions.

r Large 9" Cohete custom glass fin 
r Grippy Diamond Cut deck pad 
r Maintenance free air vent 
r Lift SUP retractable handle for easy 
carrying
r Rigid Epoxy Mold Technology
r Flat deck for easier fitness work
r Light gray/turquoise/dark gray color

COMPATIBILITY
Sail adaptor included for  
use as a windsurfboard.

COMPATIBILITY

CONCAVE
A slight mono concave in the nose leading to a 
rolled vee and vee off the tail. 

FIN SET-UP
Thruster convertible fin set up for the ultimate 
glide when paddling or surfing.

Sail adaptor included for  
use as a windsurfboard.
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In 2013 we launched the Candy Surfboards brand with 
the mission to make surfing more accessible to everyone, 
providing quality surfboards of our own designs in more 
affordable prices.

For 2021 we are introducing the first ever Candy Inflatable 
SUP series. Affordable yet high end ISUP boards and 
accessories. Time to enjoy those flat summer days at 
the beach.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Nerd is a classic potato shaped surf-
board with a thruster fin set up. It is a great 
PU/POLY short board for hanging loose on 
small summer waves. Full flat entry rocker 
for catching waves easier and lots of vol-
ume for maximum flotation when the waves 
are mushy.  

NERD

CHARACTERISTICS

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Lipstick is the CANDY classic Fun board 
that comes complete with a thruster fin setup. 
It is a great PU/POLY surfboard for entry level 
surfers and more advanced riders that want 
to have a light-hearted pleasure board to surf 
all types of waves. The Lipstick features a 
medium rocker to allow you to surf even when 
the waves get slightly steeper.

THE LIPSTICK

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

Lightweight¿QV�LQFOXGHG

TECHNOLOGY

Lightweight¿QV�LQFOXGHG
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Pocky / The Riviera is a classic Mini Mal 
long board that comes complete with a thruster 
fin setup. It is a great PU/POLY Mini Mal for 
entry level surfers and also for more advanced 
riders that want to have an all rounder step 
up board in their quiver. The Pocky features a 
low rocker for easy wave catching and lots of 
volume for great long board sessions. 

POCKY / 
THE RIVIERA CHARACTERISTICS

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The CANDY Sugardaddy is a Longboard with a 2+1 
9" fin setup. It has a great PU/POLY stiff feeling for 
both beginners and advanced riders. It is suitable for 
beginners that weigh +85kg and want to start surfing 
with ease.

SUGARDADDY /
CURLY RAINBOW

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

Lightweight¿QV�LQFOXGHG
Lightweight¿QV�LQFOXGHG
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SUP
INFLATABLE SERIES

MLS Fusion

SEA MASTER
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The SEA MASTER is the ideal touring iSUP ideal 
for beginners and advance riders that are looking 
for an inflatable SUP with enough volume for open 
sea cruises and for paddling downwind. An incred-
ibly stable Isup due to the increased width in the 
center of the board with a curvier outline over all. 
This board guarantees a smooth ride both in wavy 
and calm conditions. The SEA MASTER chopped 
square tail maximizes the decks planning surface 
maximizing speed, stability and hydrodynamics. 
This board will take you anywhere and is probably 
the most versatile iSUP in our range as it's great 
for touring, downwind and surfing small waves. 

The SEA MASTER features the most durable and 
rigid MSL construction technology which has been 
developed to maximize durability and increase air 
pressure. The inner core is made of nylon drop 
stitch material and wrapped in a double layer of 
PVC for maximum endurance. The iSUP comes 
fully equipped in a convenient back pack with a 
3-piece paddle, a single fin, a high pressure pump, 
and a repair kit so that you can carry inflate and 
paddle anywhere anytime.

CONCAVE
Flat concave from nose to tail for early planning 
and maintaining speed

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

COMPATIBILITY
kayak seat compatibility
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AQUA DROPS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The AQUA DROPS " is the ideal inflatable SUP for pad-
dling expeditions weather you're at the beach, near a 
river or a lake. The "AQUA DROPS "is the ideal SUP for 
paddlers who are looking for an adventure. Features 
single PVC iSUP technology which has been developed 
to maximize durability and increase air pressure to 18 psi. 
The inner core is made of nylon drop stitch material and 
a high pressure chamber of a max pressure 18 psi. 
The AQUA DROPS comes fully equipped in a convenient 
back pack with a 3-piece composite paddle, a 9 inches' 
single fin, a high pressure pump, and a repair kit so that 
you can carry, inflate and paddle anywhere anytime."

CONCAVE
Flat concave from nose to tail for early planning and 
maintaining speed.

CHARACTERISTICS

Single PVC Dropstitch 

TECHNOLOGY

COMPATIBILITY
kayak seat compatibility

AQUA DROPS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The AQUA DROPS is the ideal inflatable SUP for pad-
dling expeditions weather you're at the beach, near a 
river or a lake. The AQUA DROPS" is the ideal SUP for 
paddlers who are looking for an adventure. Features 
single PVC iSUP technology which has been developed 
to maximize durability and increase air pressure to 18 psi. 
The inner core is made of nylon drop stitch material and 
a high pressure chamber of a max pressure 18 psi. 
The AQUA DROPS comes fully equipped in a convenient 
back pack with a 3-piece composite paddle, a 9 inches' 
single fin, a high pressure pump, and a repair kit so that 
you can carry, inflate and paddle anywhere anytime."

CONCAVE
Flat concave from nose to tail for early planning and 
maintaining speed.

CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNOLOGY

COMPATIBILITY
kayak seat compatibility

Single PVC Dropstitch 
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
The 10'7" SAIL MASTER board is a versatile inflat-
able windsurf board that can be used for windsurf-
ing lessons and at the same time for cruising. It 
has all the technical features of a windsurf board 
such as mast box non vented for windsurf sail fit 
and a center fin for stabilization. Center fin also 
provides great tracking and more control in higher 
speed. The deck pad is made of a unique diamond 
cut pattern to help grip and another great feature 
is the four carry handles smartly positioned in the 
tail, nose and sides of the board. So you can either 

carry alone or with another person's help.
The 10'7" SAIL MASTER board is a must have for 
windsurfing schools that want to have a two in 
one board that's very durable and easy for the 
teaching lessons. Also a great versatile board for 
individuals that want to travel around the world 
with their own equipment, easy and efficiently.
ISUP/WINDSURF MULTI-ISUP BOARD 

CONCAVE
Flat concave from nose to tail for early planning 
and maintaining speed.

SAIL MASTER

CHARACTERISTICS

Single PVC Dropstitch 

TECHNOLOGY

COMPATIBILITY
kayak seat compatibility

The brand new Candy SUP YOGA DOCK allows 
you to moor up to eight SUP boards. It is an ideal 
platform for yoga instruction or fitness classes. 
Furthermore it is very helpful for operators to 
store up to ten SUP's easily.

Yoga Deck 12'0 Specs:
r�Volume: 470l.
r�Net weight: 32 lbs - 14,5 kg.
r�Max. Payload: 485 lbs - 220kg.
r�Max. Air Pressure: 15psi

YOGA/
FITNESS 

DOCK

Package includes:
Backpack, 
High Pressure Pump
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Candy inflatable SUP bag is designed by surfers with 
attention to detail and the needs of those in the paddle 
board community. The bag is very durable and roomy. 
Was made to hold your inflatable SUP and other personal 
belongings.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Want to inflate your paddle board without lifting a fin-
ger? Let this SUP electric pump do the work for you.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This fin is ideal for flat water exploration on lakes and 
inland waterways, yet it will also perform well in small 
surf conditions. Streamlined design offers quick manoeu-
vrability and turning, and the seamless leading edge 
shed weed quickly.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Continue your discovery fully prepared with the repair kit. 
When your ride gets a little crazy, fix your SUP with a 
repair kit

CANDY INFLATABLE SUP ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SUP coiled ankle leash for flat water paddling, which 
keeps the cord out of the water for minimal drag.

PRODUCTION DESCRIPTION
Our Aluminium SUP Paddle is a great value tele-
scopic paddle for stand up paddle boarding.
It features an adjustable shaft which makes it suit-
able for a range of different paddlers.
The nylon blade and smoothed handle also make it 
very comfortable to paddle with.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
With this candy SUP pump you get on the water 
faster than you think. It is effortless to operate and 
easy to store after use.

PUMP

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Well, paddleboarding is fun, but sometimes you may 
want to sit down and experience another kind of 
ride. This is why you can create your own paddle 
board kayak by just purchasing this kayak seat for 
your paddle board.

INFLATABLE SUP BAG

ELECTRIC PUMP

INFLATABLE SUP FIN

REPAIR KIT

INFLATABLE SUP LEASH

INFLATABLE SUP PADDLE

KAYAK SEAT FOR SUP
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ADJUSTABLE 
COMPOSITE PADDLE
The composite adjustable 
paddle is the most price af-
fordable in the line of SUP 
paddles. Ideal for an entry 
level rider that don't want to 
spend a fortune and at the 
same time get a top qual-
ity composite paddle.  The 
blade is made out of poly-
carbonate material for heavy 
duty use. Suitable for begin-
ners and mostly for cruising. 
The handle extends up to 
2.2m long and it has multiple 
levels of adjustment.3 PIECES COMPOSITE 

ADJUSTABLE PADDLE
The 3 pieces composite ad-
justable paddle is the most 
price affordable in the line 
of SUP paddles. Ideal for 
an entry level rider that 
don't want to spend a for-
tune and at the same time 
get a top quality composite 
paddle.  The blade is made 
out of polycarbonate material 
for heavy duty use. Suitable 
for beginners and mostly for 
cruising. The handle extends 
up to 2.2m long and it has 
multiple levels of adjustment.

CARBON WOOD
ADJUSTABLE PADDLE
A super light and durable 
wooden paddle with carbon 
adjustable handle. A top notch 
paddle that takes SUP back 
to the roots with its wooden 
blade but still super light due 
to the carbon stick. It weighs 
approximately 0.65kg.

PADDLES
CARBON
ADJUSTABLE PADDLE
The "Cohete Carbon Adjustable 
Paddle" is lighter than your ex-
pectations as it weighs 0.6kg. It 
is super durable and light con-
struction for those who want to 
take paddling to the next level. 
Suitable for both wave and cruis-
ing. The handle extends up to 
2.2m long and has multiple levels 
of adjustment.

CARBON
FIXED PADDLE
The "Cohete Carbon fixed Pad-
dle" is lighter than your expec-
tations as it weighs 0.6kg. It is 
super durable and lightweight 
construction for those who want 
to take paddling to the next lev-
el. Suitable for both wave and 
cruising. The blade is 2.5m long 
so you can cut and fix to your 
desired length.

CARBON WOOD
FIXED PADDLE
A super light and durable 
wooden paddle with carbon 
adjustable handle. A top notch 
paddle that takes SUP back 
to the roots with its wooden 
blade but still super light due 
to the carbon stick. It weighs 
approximately 0.65kg.
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RACE SUP BAG
Ideal to protect your SUP from sun 
exposure and damage. Race SUP 
bags are 7mm thick and they provide 
a utility pocket for gadgets restoration 
like fins, leashes etc. Also come with 
two handles, each one set at the 
right and the left of the bag for easy 
carriage and lifting. There is even half 
round the bag a zip to help you get 
the SUP in and out easily. Race SUP 
bags are for Race SUP models.

HYBRID SUP BAG
Ideal to protect your SUP from sun expo-
sure and damage. Hybrid SUP bags are 
7mm thick and they provide a utility pocket 
for gadgets restoration like fins, leashes 
etc. Also come with two handles, each one 
set at the right and the left of the bag for 
easy carriage and lifting. There is even 
half round the bag a zip to help you get 
the SUP in and out easily. Hybrid SUP 
bags are for Wave SUP models and for All 
Around models as well. 

race
12'6"
14'6"

wave
8"

8'5"
9'1"
10'1"

all around
10.2"
10.6"
10.8"
11.2"

BAGS

2+1 FLEX PLASTIC FIN
Precision machining for a perfect SUP at 
an affordable price. Use either as a stand 
alone single fin or with the side bites the 
2+1 fin setup feels flexible and generates 
drive and stability. The fins feel more like 
a flexible lightweight fin for paddle adven-
tures everywhere.

9" ALL AROUND FIBERGLASS
SINGLE FIN
The 9" All around fin is the perfect fin to 
hold on big bumps and yet allows stable 
navigation through the water. This fin pro-
vides the perfect balance between drive, 
stability and efficiency so that you can 
enjoy all water conditions. Lightweight fi-
berglass this fin is the perfect all-around 
single fin.

CR-1 8'25" RACE SINGLE FIN
CARBON FIBER
The carbon fiber 8'25" race fin is all about 
speed through the water. This fin maximiz-
es drive and efficiency and is super light 
weight and flexible. This is the fin for your 
race and our team riders have developed it 
according to their racing need. This carbon 
fiber fin   maintains stability from bump to 
bump.

SUP FINS
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
The Ocean Side Body Board for Kids and Adults 
is designed for enjoying hours of fun at the beach, 
river or waterpark, doing tricks on waves, and 
enjoying the outdoors. This quality Bodyboard has 
an EPS core making it both durable and light-
weight. It's made with a slick, High Density Polyeth-
ylene bottom enabling increased speeds, increased 
strength, and more maneuverability, making sure 
you can fully utilize the 60/40 rails to do tricks. This 
board also features heat welded construction that 
is stronger than glue manufacturing. Bottom line, 

this board is fun for all ages, whether riding waves 
or doing tricks, and is built to last.

-Strong EPS Core
-IXL Deck
-Hard Slick
-Graphics and varnish sealed
-Double Rails, Various Colors
-Bodyboard Wrist Leash Included

CONCAVE
Channels.

TECHNOLOGY

CHARACTERISTICS

OCEAN SIDE

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Enjoy hours of fun at the beach, bay, on the sand-
bar at the river, or in the surf, with Cohete Skim-
board. The traditional rocker nose helps prevent 
face plants and makes learning to skim board a 
breeze whether you are an adult or a kid. The du-
rable plywood in a mid-size shape gives beginning 
riders a good base to learn foot placement and 
improve skills.

Enjoy a fun day at the beach making friends and 
skimming across the sand.

CHARACTERISTICS

Plywood Durable Construction
Traditional rocker for surfing ability
Graphics and varnish sealed
Different Sizes to match your weight and riders 
level

CHARACTERISTICS

SPATE SKIMBOARD

COLORS
mint

orange
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Cohete Surfboards is the child of surf-
er/shaper John Tsoutis aka JT. He has 
a distinctive style in 3d designing and 
shaping. JT is not only the founder of 
Cohete Surfboards but also the very 
first professional shaper of Greece. He 
is an iconic personality of surfing in 
Greece and around the world. It all 
started in 2004 when JT began shap-
ing his own boards, due to the lack of 
distribution in both quantities and vari-
ety of surfboards within Europe. Cohete 
surfboards is a brand born from surfers 
to cover surfers needs. JT's vision is 
to grow his brand internationally, hav-
ing distributors all over Europe, the U.S 
and Australia.

Focused on innovative designs and 
board's technologies to assure premi-
um quality for each surfboard manufac-
tured, JT has been designing boards 
for professional surfers that require cus-
tom boards. He is constantly producing 
and designing new boards, shapes and 
technologies that are out of the box.

The idea remains the same; reinvent 
surfing locally, distribute surfboards 
worldwide. Cohete Surfboards was es-
tablished with the love and passion 
of JT to create some of the world's 
premium surfboards. We will continue 
our mission in shaping innovation and 
design to deliver to the world premi-
um competitive surfboards that will last 
forever.
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 Cohete Surfboards. 
Kazantzaki 64, 
Gerakas, 15344 
Athens, Greece.

T: (+30) 213 034 0131
 info@cohetesurfboards.com

 HEADQUARTERS

cohetesurfboards 
 

@cohetesurf 
 cohetesurfboardswww.cohetesurfboards.com 


